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Hiperkitap is the first Turkish Online Library, a comprehensive e-book database that covers all fields in Turkish Literature. It is a useful e-source for scientists, researchers, academics, students and other readers to access to relevant information in their area of interest.
Hiperkitap has a dynamic content, that is currently containing 25000 e-books from around 400 Turkish publishers. It keeps growing continuously with newly added e-books as new publishers join. Our subscribers include 110 universities, 11 public libraries and 2 government ministries in Turkey. Harvard Law School and Yale University are among our 6 subscribers outside of Turkey.
This is an application offering Ottoman Turkish courses on a gamified e-learning platform. Supported with translations and transcriptions, learners challenge themselves with multiple choice quizzes and image-based writing practice exams.
Kelime.com is a huge dictionary that provides information about grammar, category, meaning and etymology of the words, finds their synonyms and variations in the digital libraries, and solves illegible and abraded words.

Search
Finding in 820,000 datarows of 10 different languages the synonyms, etymology, meanings and orthography of the words.

Identifier
Identifying the words of 10 different languages in case they are erased or illegible.

Translation
You can translate almost 50 languages online and free of charge. Transliteration from Latin into Old Turkish is to be made possible very soon.

Upload
You can also upload the words, phrases, proverbs, proper names, names of works, buildings and places etc.
Idealonline is a database that brings the academic serials and popular magazines together under one platform to provide access to wide range of information in Turkish resources and serves them for the use of readers.

In idealonline, there are leading magazines from the Turkic world. These magazines, published in Turkic republics such as Azerbaijan, Kirghizstan, Bashkortostan, Crimea, Karachay-Balkar and made available by idealonline for access in the university libraries in all over the world.

Because it is actively used in the university libraries, idealonline is an effective tool for publications to find their researchers. The advanced search engines within idealonline provides direct access to the related fields and idealonline can be indexed in the major search engines like the EDS and Summon.
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If you have any questions, please contact us via

info@hiperlink.com.tr
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